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Dancer in the Dark was released on December 23, 2000 at a cinema theater in

Shinjuku, Tokyo, while in New York on October 6 of the same year. It is an

unusual musical film in terms of topic and technique, quite distanced either from

the current Broadway musical stages or from the legacy of musical screens. The

internet chat about the provocative representation of an immigrant family tragedy

does not quite demonstrate as exciting and extensive arguments as the big

Hollywood film Beautiful Life did among the American scholars; Dancer in the Dark

still invites split reactions even from the limited American audience on U.S.

Websites. 

The comments on the particular film, gathered from the young Japanese viewers

of its DVD in the author's class of Comparative Culture, throw light on some inter-

esting issues regarding the reception of a cinema through which they are exposed

to the culture distant from them in time and place. Mother-child relations appear

to occupy a significant place in their concerns and other audience reactions are not

outstandingly unanimous. An additional aspect of interacting with cinema would

amplify the prospect of cultural diversity in the perception of this postmodern

musical film. The narrative of a hereditary visual disorder would find its relatively

close proximity in one of the postwar Japanese maternal melodrama called haha-

mono films that were popular a half century ago. 

Haha no Hitomi（1952）pictures two mothers each dedicated to her blind child
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in her own way. A reception study based on the journalistic reviewing of the time

might convince us with his estimation of it as simply one among an overwhelming

number of the hahamono films. Yet a focusing on the cross-cultural outertexuality

lying across the Japanese maternal melodrama and the imported contemporary

musical film actually encourages us a rereading of the preceding text, that will

eventually enhance its unique attempt at addressing earnestly the similar issue of

voyeurism as the present text, Dancer in the Dark, does. 

Dancer in the Dark

Lars von Trier's Dancer in the Dark was filmed by the Danish group Dogma,

who proclaim themselves to be totally anti-Hollywood. They use hand-held cam-

era, digital video, natural sound, and whatever light was available. The life of a

young single mother, shown within a shabby trailer alone with her son or a dark

factory accompanied by clanking and clinking, is incredibly stoic for the narrative

world of von Trier; we recall how he shocked us with an unentertaining imaging

of a sensual and religious young wife who sacrifices henself for her perverted hus-

band in Breaking the Waves（1996）. A hard-working single mother Selma（played

by Bj:ork）saves up her small leisure for practicing her part of Maria in The Sound

of Music at an amateur production. Despite her dark surroundings, we could suffi-

ciently enjoy sharing the dancing and singing of Bj:ork. The apparent happy tone

of the musical takes awesome twists and turns, once her maternal love is abused

by the American consumer culture and the dominantly patriarchal court system. 

Selma is a refugee from Czechoslovakia, a socialist country. She tries to save up

enough money for an operation, not for her weakening sight but for her son's

hereditary optical defect. From the factory owner's relentless dismissal of the

poor-sighted worker out of a dangerous working situation, Rick（played by

Bogart）in Casablanca（1942）may be instantly recalled by some classical film

fans. A beautiful lady visited him at the café he owns in Casablanca, and said she
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and her husband didn't want to raise their children in Bulgaria where “a devil has

the people by the throat.” Eventually the couple were able to earn a flight to

America with the help of the cynical sentimentalist Rick, the former activist fight-

ing against the Third Reich. Ilsa and Victor from Czechoslovakia also ran off to

America from the Nazis persecution using the exit visas that Rick obtained at the

risk of his life. ‘The Casablanca magic’ rarely works with Selma, we should note,

who is neither gorgeous nor ideological like the ladies pictured in the classical

Hollywood film made during World War w. 

The outstanding resources the single immigrant mother could be proud of, if

any, at the time of the early 60s in Washington State, are her son, her saving for

his eye surgery, and her singing voice, as well as her European fellow-worker

Kathy （played by Deneuve）and her mental supporter Jeff. The seemingly

friendly tenant owner Bill is a cop in uniform, demonstrating attachment to

Selma's son in a gift of a bike to benefit his education. He is also willing to help

her with commuting. This seemingly reliable paternal figure, however, transforms

into a sly fox in a Gingerbread Man fable. He happens to intrude upon her weak-

sighted privacy and peeps stealthily at ＄2000 that the inhabitant of his trailer

hides. The inner logic of his stealing Selma's money sack is primarily based on

fear that his wife would leave him, if she finds out that he has already consumed

all the money he inherited. 

Selma is desperate, wishing for her son to have an operation as soon as possible,

as suggested by the eye specialist. So she visits Bill at home to take the money

back. In the course of a prolonged argument and struggle in convenient access to

the cop's gun, a casual homicide is incurred. The wife blindly cooperates with her

liar husband, following his directions, to hand Selma over to his coworkers as a

criminal. Selma makes a medical arrangement for her son before anything, but for

the receipt of the medical fee she refuses to use her own name. Eventually Selma

chooses execution by hanging rather than hiring a capable and committed lawyer,

who requests, to exempt her from death penalty, the equal amount of money as
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she has saved for the doctor's fee. 

The ominous story above is enticed by the magic of love of musicals to bring

Selma's introspective mentor, Oldrich Novy, into a witness box, where he says he

doesn't acknowledge her at all. In her musical fantasy alone, this legendary show-

man entertains her and us the audience with tap dancing to reassure us of the

Hollywood craze for tap. In the plot, however, Selma fictionalizes this non Rick-

figure as a donor-to-be of the medical fee for her son's eye surgery, hopeful to

have Novy's name inscribed in her son, Gene's life history. 

The Reception of Dancer in the Dark in the West

The fact that the narrative of Dancer in the Dark strikes us as both intriguing and

incongruous possibly generates from the tension between the realism inherent in

the narrative and the musical's generic tendency toward fantasy. Selma breaks out

into song and dance together with the factory workers, friends, those who get up

from the jury box, and prisoners. Truly one of Selma's friends, Jeff, says he does-

n't like musicals, by which he might mean Hollywood-type traditional musicals:

“I don't break into song and dance as they do.”

Norman Holland interprets this anti-musical musical in these words. 

I read the various burstings into Busby Berkeley-like dance rou-

tines as fiercely ironic commentary on the action they break into.

Thus when the wretched workers who are bound to their dangerous

machines burst into a dance routine of the most Broadway-

Hollywood kind, I see that as a deadly （Marxist, if you will）

comment on making people into machines - commodification.1

The immigrant's life of the early 60s in the suburbs is indeed captured as realis-

tically sober, as every viewer would see and hear. Very truly, we find no fancy

cars, no plane rides. Selma uses a bike and commutes to work on foot. Her deli-

cate auditory sense compensates her vulnerable visual life to guide her through
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walks along the railroad tracks, and even through her risky work in the darkened

factory. Thus Busby Berkeley kaleidoscopic style, popular in Singin’ in the Rain

（1952）for filming huge chorus girls dancing in costumes, is no longer appropriat-

ed for celebrating in fantasy the sort of ordinary people whom an immigrant poor

mother would be expected to encounter. The critical intertextuality of Singin’ in the

Rain that von Trier repeatedly watched2 is thus clear in Dancer in the Dark.

More evident fondness of Singin’ in the Rain would be endorsed, I note, by the

naming of the Deneuve character as Kathy, as performed by Debbie Reynolds.

Kathy closely coaches Selma through her life, except at some critical moments in

associating ／ dissociating with Bill, as a both understanding and uncompromising

friend. For the pragmatism displayed in the characterization of Kathy, she occa-

sionally displaces the mother figure in the French musical film where Deneuve

once performed. Selma at first refuses the offering of a bike to her son, before she

is finally persuaded by her good friends including Kathy. I assume her obstinate

adherence to her disciplined child-raising shows another parody of American rich

middle-class home life, presumably shedding simultaneously an imaginative light

on a parallel educational situation in her remote home country. 

An American scholar Holland also makes an honest note that the whole plot is

dependent on some evil aspects of U.S. politics. 

No government health care; workers with no rights; a judicial sys-

tem stacked against the poor; our dismissive anticommunism; our

indifference to human values in the workplace; guns in the home;

ultimately, the harrowing finale which looks at America's fondness

for the death penalty...”3

To insert a word into Holland's note of Dogma's attack on Hollywood, the anti-

musical musical sequences effect, in my viewing experience at the least, to release

the tension of harsh reality in Selma's daily life, for the benefits of the persona

mother and the spectator as well. What I mean is that Dogma possibly wants us to

abide by the camera eye that faithfully captures every bit of the devastating impact
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of the immigrant mother's lack of choice on her positioning at the margin. It might

not be totally inconceivable that some media report of the analogous happening of

those days should have been discovered somewhere in the U.S. archives.4 The odd

dance routines within the noisy and nerve-wracking factory, out upon the train

roof, and even in the court room and on death row uniformly provide the phan-

toms of those dancing.5 The musical fantasy and the content of Bjork's song are

closely integrated with the plot, though they hardly contribute to advance the nar-

rative.6 The musical fantasy, visualized in Selma's imagination presumably as the

desired, paradoxically allows in an exposure of the wish-never-come-true outcome

of her anecdotes. The privileged audiences are able to see it; the characters associ-

ated with her in the fantasy are irresponsible for such visions.      

Selma and we spectators are thus capable of experiencing consecutively the

contradictory aspects of her life segments. The consistent pairing is, in effect,

analogous to Proustian stream of consciousness that threads spontaneously

through a hero's experiences across time and place, but it is not quite the same

sort. For Selma, who is an avid admirer of Oldrich Novy, once a renowned singer

from her home country, the musical interlude she fantasizes certainly works as a

therapy to massage out her stiff moments and frames of minds. One of the Selma's

paired reality is a suffocating tunnel of the disappointingly grave life, through

which she is actually struggling; the neighboring other reveals how the young

woman can manipulate her immobilized fate with the magic of what I name

‘musical day-dreaming.’ Selma's temporary time out in the musical fantasy land,

however, neither sends her safely out of the tunnel into the world nor in effect uni-

fies the two juxtaposed pages into ａ delightfully therapeutic end to her story.  

The chat, initiated on Nov 7, 2000 by Professor Holland who saw Dancer in the

Dark in New York, was welcomed by a few agreeable respondents. Holland finish-

es a comment with the personal note that the film he reads as “a fiercely anti-capi-

talist diatribe”7 moved him to the point where he had to leave the auditorium at

one point. He was not the only Western viewer who felt urged to leave during the
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show time. Ms Kahane says, “I got so nauseated from that damn hand held camera

that after about fifteen minutes I ran out in a fit of motion sickness.”8 With her

supposedly intelligent and original “motion picture” viewing thus interrupted, she

admits that she's “doomed to capitalist fixties.”9

Mr. Clarke in the U.K. was amazed to find that he had a similar response to the

film with Holland, but his partner “was unable to overcome her irritation with

Bjork or to enjoy her style of singing and was consequently unable to project into

or identify with her character.”10 Mr. Clarke had an exceptionally “deep and mys-

terious identification with the female character”11 which he didn't fully understand,

while he missed the strong agreement on films that he usually enjoyed with his

partner. 

Ms. Hodge living in Tennessee did not quite appreciate the use of the hand-held

camera, that is “just as affected as the style the Dogma School is rebelling

against.”12 Although Ms. Hodge completely agreed that the film was about an

attack on certain realities in the U.S. including the punishment of the weak and the

victimized, she could hardly accept that particular ending. She then discussed the

crime circumstances in the U.S.; maybe Selma would have been executed in

Texas, but probably not in Washington State. Ms. Hodge also pointed out an

anachronistic representation of the court scene, where people talk passionately

about communism. Maybe those postmodern viewers should be reminded, I sug-

gest, of the film set in the early 60s when the U.S. was not yet generous to the con-

tradictory ideology. Ms. Hodge sounded as if she believed that “a good sob story

will trump crime and punishment almost all the time,” and warned foreign film-

makers to make allowances for the unexpected or the unpredictable.13

A totally different approach from this down-on-the-earth cutting attack is avail-

able in a more brief comment offered by Ms Seeche who saw the same film twice.

She says that it “shook her to the core.”14 She focused on the importance of dream

and fantasy that some reviewers missed, proving themselves as of “Intellectual

mediocrity.”15 She read countless reviews that failed to understand that the songs
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took place in Selma's imagination. Dreaming provides the only escape from her

harsh reality, without which she would risk a mental breakdown and in the worse

case “psychotic behavior and a total breakdown of sentient thought.”16

The Reception of Dancer in the Dark among the Japanese Youth

How is the film that is thus controversial among the American audience

received by the Japanese university students not majored in Film Study? It is no

less interesting to obtain their actual responses, that would provide us the updated

information of personal preference and measure their cultural adaptability, than

what critics and scholars say about the film in topic. In 2001 a brief hearing of

their reception of Dancer in the Dark was made in the author's small selective class

of Comparative Culture ／ Culture and Society of the West at the end of a half

year. Their personal preference is indicated by the percentage of the work chosen

out of the following six works, which were shown and discussed in class focusing

on race and ethnicity. 

The Imitation of Life was chosen by 42 ％, Dancer in the Dark 16 ％, Casablanca

16 ％, The Fiddler on the Roof 13 ％, Guess Who's Coming to Dinner? 10 ％, and West

Side Story 3 ％. Since The Imitation of Life had been shown most recently, the posi-

tive result of hearing about the preference may be heavily affected by the fresh-

ness of memory and impression of the films students saw over the span of four

months. To see how the students from financially and culturally varied social

backgrounds interact directly with the complicated narrative of Dancer in the Dark,

the following of my self-made questions about the film were responded by thirty

Japanese university students, after they saw the film in class in June 2002. The

caption was given on the screen in Japanese; so were the questions on a question-

naire. To avoid encouraging whatever preconceptions or prejudices they migt har-

bor, no previous comment on these films was made by the teacher. As for the

racial integration of my class, only one of the respondents was from a neighboring
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Asian country. A few studied briefly either in the U.S. or in the U.K. Some come

from rural areas and most from Tokyo. Most are agea between 18 and 19. 

Q1 What is the most powerful topic?

Q2 When, where, and how have you ever come across ａ narrative analogous to

Dancer in the Dark?

Q3 Which character did you either identify yourself with or find most interesting?

Q4 Give some detailed explanations of your answer to Q3. 

Q5 Describe some unpleasant, incongruous, or culturally unacceptable shots. 

The results were analyzed to find whatever topics occurred to their minds in

contrast to the foreign viewers' reception. 

A1 Mother's love of her child: 39 ％, wish to live: 12%, musical style（dancing;

singing）: 12%, obscure intention of filmmaking: 9%, gap of reality-imagina-

tion: 6%, death penalty: 6%, homicide: 6%, escape from reality: 3%, segrega-

tion: 3%, gap of poverty ／ wealth: 3%. 

A2 Life is Beautiful is associated with Dancer in the Dark by two students; Green

Mile also by two students.   

A3 Selma occupies as many as twenty-one young viewers’ mind. Kathy's consis-

tent consideration and assistance of her coworker in distress appeals to two

out of thirty, while Bill, Jeff and Gene gain preference of only one for each.

The rest of the respondents express no choice. 

A4 What six respondents learn from and are emotionally involved with in

Bjork's Selma is what she said and experienced about becoming blind, not

what she said about the genetically problematic pregnancy. No students

argued that she should not have had a baby, as Jeff meant in the film when

he talked to her across the net screen during her imprisonment. The impact of

her death concerns three. Her mother-child relation impresses three; their

similarity with the Bjork character attracts four and two feel sympathy with

her. One feels generational familiarity with her and another finds acoustic

charm in her talent. 
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A5 Regarding the structural complexity and ambiguity, 7% of the respondents

express their honest embarrassment at the abrupt switch to dancing, and

another 7% at the dead cop getting up to dance with Selma who had shot

him. Interestingly no student is much annoyed by the handy camera. No

fewer than 18% are greatly disturbed by the gun shooting. 7% mention segre-

gation, and only 2% touch the issue of immigrants, and another 2% the jury

system, or powerful American politics affecting civil rights, or court ruling

itself. Another great topical concern is the mystery of Selma's silence at the

court's decision. 13% of the respondents cannot possibly understand her:

Why didn't she tell the truth to protect herself ? Also the same number of the

students are mystified why Bill asked her to kill him during their struggle. 

I personally understand that Selma sticks to a promise she made with Bill and

has to remain silent before the daunting eloquence of the prosecutor, a cliché cari-

cature of the relentlessly prejudiced persona. We are already familiarized with that

sort of legal persona in Hollywood court scenes such as A Place in the Sun（1952）,

To Kill a Mockingbird（1962）, or A Time to Kill（1996）. The Alice from Czech

might realize by now, however, that such an important promise made on personal

terms is little valued in the capitalist wonderland where uniformed people

mechanically observe top-down rules. An exception is the wardress, Brenda, who

demonstrates empathy with Selma's unequilibrium of determination and vulnera-

bility and even fights the institutional restrictions. Indeed in this capitalist wonder-

land, the cop and his wife are the victims of consumer culture, unable to overcome

its temptations, with the pretense of affluence. Selma, though she has no need of

such pretense, is indirectly victimized through the American couple to the point of

spoiling her entire life. 

It is clear from the survey that what many of the young Japanese viewers need

to gain for a better understanding of the social implication of this European film

may be, for one thing, an access to the details of the U. S. States legislation, as

Gifford, Canada replied to my question on the internet. He says that only in Texas
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mental deficiency cannot be used as a defense against the death penalty. He also

says that “ persons with mental and physical disabilities, as well as minority racial

groups and the poor, make up the staggering majority of executed prisoners and

those who are condemned to execution.”17

The musical within the musical is poignantly textualised against this harsh

social environment. It is a painfully cynical thing that Selma's naive devotion to

singing and dancing along the score of The Sound of Music is eventually abused by

the pro-Anglo Saxon producer she works with, only to facilitate her steady descent

from the plausible musical staging into the staging of death row. The fantasized

Oldrich Novy's tap dancing betrays that such happy ending as narrowly reassured

in the musical film The Sound of Music is barely obtainable for the dancer in the

dark vision. She is caught by Bill's colleagues in uniforms to be carried away on

her back. A band of men carrying away a woman in a horizontal position, one of

the icons that the Hollywood spectacles are frequently fixated with, addresses an

ideological need for a scapegoat rather than a gender issue. Later at the execution,

nobody could offer his ／ her hands to catch her, however, dropping straight

down. A friendly female guard in uniform and Selma's friends including Bill's

wife all stay put like the spectators seated before a puppet show stage. The omi-

nous silence wrapping up the entire screen and a frame within the screen frame is

indicative of the ultimate end of ‘the show’, ensuring us perhaps not to confuse

what we were shown with what actually happened; the freezing cruelty alarms us

not to let it happen, wishing it not to happen.      

As for maternal love, it ought to be as much respected as shown in some shots.

And yet it should not be excessively abused, many may argue, even in the fictive

presentation. It must be in this critical preference and endurance that most of us go

through von Trier's most sadistic maneuvers of a woman which are finalized at the

highly factual staging of the execution. His kind of fetish camera eye projected on

Selma's feet, cowardly searching and stepping unless while dancing, thus loses its

function at the very vacant closure. Accordingly the camera cuts to a long shot,
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mediating the backs of the framed-in spectators who have been watching the death

execution, now exhibited within a theatrical stage, and the framed-out spectators.

It is not easy to infer what is epitomized by the stage where those familiar phan-

toms, who have once danced, are entirely banished by now. It must be either a

wish to leave the framed-in spectators' voyeur out of the framed-out spectators'

voyeur, namely ours, or a reassurance to measure Selma's reality against theirs and

ours.    

As suggested by Jeff along the train tracks, when he first realized his friend

Selma could hear but could not see the train approaching, the musical within this

melodrama doesn't quite fit into the conventions of Hollywood musicals. The

author of this article was first reminded of the intertextuality of The Sound of Music

（1965）by Prof. Krasilovsky. Then, after repeated film riewing another musical

came up to mind: Les Parapluies de Cherbourg（1964）. Julie Andrews performs a

merry Christian governess who successfully plotted an evacuation to Switzerland

on the musical stage of The Sound of Music. She lives with a rich and big mother-

less Austrian family and finally gets wed to their father. Catherine Deneuve in the

latter musical film, who also performs with Bjork, sings much more melancholy

songs as a single mother-to-be, although actually a professional singer sings behind.18

She is also married to a rich jeweler without waiting for her amour to come back

from the battlefield. All the characters sing their lines at every shot as naturally as

in an opera. Les Parapluies de Cherbourg, the first modern music opera since the

talkie films started, also won a prize at the Cannes Film Festival. 

Dancer in the Dark probably disturbs the fixed capitalist voyeur, simply because

it deconstructs the technique, as much as the narrative of these most entertaining

and popular musicals. In particular, the story is laid with its reality and illusion set

side by side. Yet this neglect of setting a boundary in human consciousness that is

evident in the postmodern creation of film musical generously allows in the high-

lighting of the mass, of the characterless ordinary people who used to be cornered

or receding to the back of the screened stages with little mobility or attraction
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assigned. The dance is in effect not restricted to important characters; factory

workers in dirty clothes, uniformed officers, those sitting in the jury seats, or the

solitary prisoners all join Selma in dancing. Jeff sings without a dance, as if he

were talking to her in an effort to emancipate her from her prejudice that she has

seen all she needs to see. He is somehow contextualized in the innovative French

musical style that Deneuve once performed, though this good guy has no corre-

sponding character there. 

In this light, we can try with Dancer in the Dark more or less a poststructural

reading of West Side Story（1961）, as well, where immigrant gangs groups living in

the West Side of New York City dance competitive dances and sing anti-institu-

tional songs. The illusory dancing scene offers the only site where Selma, joined

by the factory manager, robber Bill, the antagonistic prosecutor, and even by a star

of her one-way adoration, makes up her kind of stories by acting out as a persona

in musical.19 Accordingly, Bjork's ‘West Coast story’ of a single mother from

Czech proves more generous and inclusive than West Side Story, where neither

adults nor cops ever dance and sing with either Maria or Tony, let alone with the

Sharks or Jets.20 Both groups and both generations are strictly exclusive; so are the

narrative and style of the Hollywood convention. Hispanic Juliet cannot revive her

Romeo by all means. 

What distinguishes Selma from both Maria in The Sound of Music and West Side

Story is her total trust in medicine and musical, while Maria believes what she is

named after even when she lost her boyfriend or lost her country. Every hardship

that confronts Selma is immediately followed, as if flipping to the next page of a

diary or turning the other side of a leaf, by the crowd of ordinary people dancing

along mixed with Selma singing in the similarly modest outfit. The director of this

film mentioned somewhere that 100 digital video cameras were used for each

musical number. This pairing of the double representations, or the musical slid in

for disorienting and repairing the downfall of Selma's life, might amplify the kind

of fictitiousness as we are habituated with on the Broadway musical stages.
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Accordingly those who consider realism as a convention that creates illusions of

lived experiences, resting on Ian Watt's address of “formal realism” in fiction,21

would lament with a sigh that what a wonderful world it would be if we could

actually live out its dichotomy. We can find the prolific metaphors of harmonious

duality, as exhibited everywhere outside of ourselves in the botany of leaves, writ-

ten in a different book of Nature from us humans' through four seasons of life. 

Ms Bozzola neatly summarizes the fundamentals that the filmmaker seems to

wish to achieve in the following line. “Dancer's ultra-soap opera, movie-literate

plot and kaleidoscopically avant-garde musical interludes reveal the lie of the

musical fantasy. . . creating a sensory experience that is as powerful as it is manip-

ulative.”22 The same reviewer also attends to “the audacity in merging two florid

genres, the melodrama and the musical, with a handheld video, monophonic style

（in the dramatic scenes）that is stridently drab.”23

The audacity must generate from the heroine's dynamite character. No Maria in

the legacy of musical melodramas ever faced the kind of maternal troubles Bjork

faced; her girlish, rather asexual, and austere look and life evolving around the

potential surgery of her son somehow create a harmony with these experimental

techniques that resultantly involve multi-faceted dances and dancers as a border-

free communal entity. Once we get on with the challenge directed to those preced-

ing musical film texts, we might not have to be so much on the alert for a sense of

manipulation as before. 

In severe contrast to the fantasy that Selma can see most vividly with her

dreamy nature and weakening sight out of focus, the resultant end of her maternal

decision of using her saving for her son is met with the too devastatingly cruel

court ruling to get her out of the prison. At the climactic scene of the death sen-

tence, we are reassured that she no longer needs her own glasses to wear, while

she screams that she cannot see. Definitely she can no longer entertain herself

with the kind of illusion she saw so often. Her son may appreciate her glasses as a

keepsake, that is as immortal as her wishing him the gift of good sight.  
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A Daughter in the Dark and her Japanese Mothers

Mother in Haha no Hitomi, filmed in Japan nearly 50 years ago, also confronts

the identical optical trouble of her child, if not a congenital disorder. Osayo and

her husband, both circus players, have a darling little girl with them who believes

they are her natural parents. Tamako's eyes, though wide open, are blind. This lit-

tle girl, while playing around a circus tent alone, happens to be seen by Mitsuko

who runs a nice little Japanese restaurant nearby. Mitsuko takes the girl out to a

harbor, a favorite place of memory, where she separated her two-years-old baby

many years ago, or to an eye specialist. She finds from an ophthalmologist that the

prospect of Tamako's cure depends upon the donation of eye balls which rarely

happens. The childless mother unexpectedly identifies the girl as her own, when

she secretly reads a talisman the girl carries around her neck. 

The biological mother is struck with the gush of long-suppressed love of her

child, gets her a doll, and visits the foster mother at the tent. Osayo's idyllic life

with the girl is extremely disturbed by the sudden appearance of the natural moth-

er. Additionally, she gets on to her husband's plot of moving to a more profitable

circus, discarding the blind girl. The tent life is not entirely gloomy, though. The

circus members hilariously enjoy teasing a young clown for writing ａ passionate

love letter to a nice girl, who unknowingly steals its glance and reads it aloud

before her fellow audience.   

The tug of war to win the custody of the girl has been persistently played by the

two mothers. Matsushima Tomoko impresses us with her precocious words and

melodramatic “Where are you, Mom?” performances, while demonstrating a

dilemma between attachment to Osayo and to a generous woman. The entangled

relations finally find their solution, right at the moment when Osayo fails to have

her hand caught by her husband swinging high up in the air. She falls and gets as

excruciatingly injured as to endanger life. At her deathbed, Osayo strongly urges

her husband that her eyes be transplanted into the girl within twenty-four hours.
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The surgery is successful; the natural mother happily holds her own daughter,

appreciating the foster mother Osayo for the profound love and the donated func-

tional sight that would outlive her for good.  

The Japanese hahamono narrative of a blind little girl, whether inherently disor-

dered or not, dead stuck between two mothers, I argue, ultimately finds its end not

very much different from that of the audacious Western contemporary musical

melodrama discussed above. Nobody catches the mother falling, notwithstanding

whether she be a foster mother or a natural one. In either story mother is conve-

niently eliminated, depending upon her social aptitude, from the child's frontal life

stage. In the case of Haha no Hitomi, the blood tie happens to be valued at the

expense of the foster mother, who is destined to back off to her deathbed by the

sheer compassion of the blind girl rather than solely by the occupational accident.

As if to answer others' suspicions, she insists that she did not mean to fall. For her

castigation she is not indebted to any crime. The only fault conceivable with her

lies in enjoying too much jouissance with her foster daughter either to silence the

husband or the natural mother. The bonding of the foster mother and her child is

tested to see if she could join the task of enlightening ‘the daughter in the dark,’

through donating her own eyes. With Dancer in the Dark, similarly, the inferior

gene in the child is scheduled to be challenged at the sacrifice of the natural moth-

er, who has donated the medical fee at the expense of her life. Interestingly, nei-

ther Dancer in the Dark nor Haha no Hitomi expects the genuine fatherhood myth to

impact the motherhood myth in the pursuit of emancipating the child from the

dark. 

The Japanese industry, intent on blocking out a mother, eventually found a good

excuse in the benefit of cathartic experiences that such films could bring to the

women audience weeping in a dark theater. The industry thus made tearjerkers

one after another hopefully to appeal to large audiences. A more lively three

mothers' game than two mothers' battle in Haha no Hitomi and elsewhere is thus

showcased in Haha Sannin（1949）wherein they wait for a little boy to make his
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own choice about which mother he will take. Haha Sannin, without abusing or

damaging any of the three mothers, addresses more straightforwardly than Haha

no Hitomi does a tough question of which mother could provide the best private

space for a child. 

Haha no Hitomi（1952）was originally a serial radio program.24 The film ver-

sion occasionally has a narrative song, naniwa-bushi, recited along very aloud by a

professional woman. The naniwa-bushi singer, Itami Hideko, is strenuously inte-

grated into the narrative as the foster mother's old friend who happens to put up

her recital stage in the same town. Osayo visits the artist at her backstage to con-

fide in her family dilemma. Though the current young audience in my class can

make little of the phrases recited in odd rhythms and high-pitched voice of naniwa-

bushi, the musical style must have captured some adults a half century ago. The

classical epic song style was popular among the elderly. The author herself recalls

her father was intoxicated with naniwa-bushi on air, that basically dramatized a

highly pro-patriarchal story of giri and ninjo. Accordingly, the interlude of naniwa-

bushi, more classical and intimate than a mere voice-over, is not totally incompati-

ble to read the cultural code of Haha no Hitomi that is densely enveloped with the

emotional hue. 

The film opens with the popular song in a young female voice that emphasizes

the attachment of mother to her girl that has sustained her through the painful life,

saying, “I’ll never depart her. I am the only mother of hers.” Then, it cuts to Itami

Hideko who is to show a newly published book of the identical title to Mitsuko,

invisible at the back; and the story starts evolving. Though simply shown as an

informative, and non-musical prelude to the film, this medium shot of the female

rokyokushi, Ms Itami, foretells the unique relation of the narrative with naniwa-

bushi. At a few points of the film, the classical Japanese epic recited by Ms Itami

replaces either the song or the voice-over of the marketing practices. Close to the

opening, Osayo is carried around in a circus van holding a little girl in arms, while

Mitsuko is screened to wander solitarily around the same harbor that Osayo has
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landed to watch the ship approaching and leaving with whistles. Then, the most

heart-breaking experiences of two women are accompanied by Ms Itami's vision,

recited in naniwa-bushi that heavily weighs her psychological insight with the cor-

responding appeals in the Nature. The flashback of Mitsuko seeing off the ship

that carried away her baby is supported with the naniwa-bushi that explains she had

to give away her child strictly bound by the human discipline of giri. The waves

“sounded like her own sobbing” that time. 

The foster mother in dilemma finds her monologue more eloquently disclosed

in naniwa-bushi than the natural mother did in the earlier shot of her younger time.

While Osayo watches Tamako asleep happily with a long-desired doll and broods

over what to do with the unexpected appearance of the hereditary mother, she

remains silent. Her performance, camerawork, and mise-en-scène suggest that she

is in trouble, but it is naniwa-bushi that paraphrases her inner voice articulately. As

if manipulated by what Ms Itami thought about Osayo's humble life and sense of

duty, although actually Osayo cannot reach the naniwa-bushi content, Osayo makes

a pathetic decision of leaving the girl at her natural mother’s doorstep. Next time

we hear the naniwa-bushi with the shot of the natural mother, however, she seems

to realize that the life is too intricate to qualify her to claim the custody of her own

daughter. The film does not achieve its finale before Ms Itami, this time as a pro-

fessional rokyokushi on stage, repeats the utmost melodramatic phrases anyone

could think of: mother is permanently with her child, revived as her eyes sparkling

with love. Tamako has said that she can see everybody in the medical office, after

she had the eye bandage taken off.  

Aside from the superficial masochistic erasure of the foster mother, I note, Haha

no Hitomi is uniquely attuned to the feminist intent both in narrative and stylistic

terms. Specifically the harmonious incorporation of the main theme and the inter-

lude of rokyoku finally succeeds in propagating Osayo's benevolent acts of donat-

ing eyes to her foster daughter, through the staging of the female rokyokushi pre-

sumably before a crowd of her audience at the ending and to us viewers. Each
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mother's monologues provided in naniwa-bushi are fairly endowed with pure empa-

thy, rather than cynical hue, through such honest and pathetic voicing of them as

is made only possible by Ms Itami in persona and rokyoku.25

Another function of these obtrusive musical narrations, when articulated, lies in

the confirmation of the classical reasoning of giri and gimu in both mothers. At

every sequence it must be carefully calculated which of the film music is appropri-

ate to reinforce the emotional experience: kayokyoku, quiet background music, or

rokyoku. Kayokyoku, used twice, sounds highly self-assertive, refraining the same

phrase: I will never leave you, Tamako, I am the only mother of yours. Classical

music, unobtrusively played in the background, is cautious not to deconstruct the

psyche of the audience, but to cover the gap between the images and their recep-

tion. 

Haha no Hitomi is an experimental film to display varied acoustic styles to codi-

fy each moments, and to endorse, through using the musical style of rokyoku, the

ancient norms prevailing in the mother-child relations. The conclusion reached

along the rokyoku line is that natural mother has suffered enough, as the natural

world testifies, to possess the daughter, while another voice in kayokyoku insists

the motherhood of the foster mother who has endured hardship mountain after

mountain for the daughter. Despite the fairly successful integration, Sugiyama

writes in a Kinema review of his time that technically naniwa-bushi melody is not

congenial to a film, and is of little use there.26

According to Sugiyama, the medical topic of optical transplanting signifies the

sorrowful deprivation of a reunion with mother, but it is not moving enough. It is

incomprehensible that no woman of his time was given an opportunity to write

about her reaction to the specific motif pursued in the maternal melodrama, since

the prevalence of women spectators contributed much to sustaining the hahamono

genre. Many of the contemporary young spectators in my class of 1998 feel empa-

thy with the foster mother's devotion which causes her to decide that she should

survive in the girl's hitomi. Some of them, who are sufficiently exposed to
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Hollywood narratives, unquestionably want more intricate plot lines for an issue

of custody and love; the rest are particularly impressed with the foster mother

played by Mimasu Aiko, who is profoundly bonded with a blind girl of insignifi-

cant background. Out of the sixteen potential respondents to my question that asks

to name any film analogous to Haha no Hitomi, only two complied. This eloquent-

ly attests to the unique feature of this melodrama. If asked the same question

today, many students would mention, without hesitation, Dancer in the Dark.  

The Japanese text is not void of the compact structure, though the subplot

appears to be at odds with the main plot. A few of the respondents complain of the

foolish exaggeration in the presentation of the feminine and masochistic clown

and his funny unaddressed love letter he dropped off. Actually the love letter

episode hardly contradicts the main topic of seeing and being seen. When the cir-

cus player mother fell off the flying trapeze, she was simply distracted up in the

air by the voyeur she had of the commotion on the ground and of the girl held in

the arms of her natural mother. Down on the ground, her little girl was nearly kid-

napped by her husband's bad friend to recruit Osayo into another circus business.

At this fatal sequence, however, the aforementioned reviewer was “rather amused

by the screaming of the mother at the thrilling moment of hanging from a swing

with one hand.”27 Mimasu Aiko as Osayo and Irie Takako as Mitsuko, the natural

mother, costar here. The Japanese audience were familiar by then with these per-

sonae in Haha Sannin（1949）, where no mother had to die or got killed. 

CONCLUSION

Dancer in the Dark is definitely a controversial musical film as is clear from

what I have detailed about its reception in the West, as well as about the Japanese

reaction. Evidently some young Japanese viewers seem to share the capitalist fix-

ties of some American viewers; they are not quite capable of identifying them-

selves with the persona possessed with the triple troubles of minority immigrants,
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hereditary defects, and poverty. Many Japanese students express some curiosity of

the film that the media widely advertised for “a scream from soul” presumably

attributed more to Bjork in portrait than Selma as persona by their readers; but

their review ultimately shows that the film resultantly fails to meet their expecta-

tions. The story is read along the topic of mother-child relations and a hereditary

physical defect that seem to constitute their utmost familiar identity topics. Only a

limited number of them are alert to the negative impact of the social system sur-

rounding the tragic heroine. With popular Hollywood musical movies no students

demonstrate acquaintance sufficient enough to recognize their intertextuality, that

is essential to the interpretation and the estimation of the poststructural work. 

Despite these hurdles of varied receptivity overseas, or because of the provoca-

tive challenge to the preceding texts that the filmmaker and his team experimented

technically and narratively, the film won countless honors. It was nominated with

the 2000 Academy Best Song and von Trier won 2000 European Film Awards as

Best Director. Also the top prizes at the 2000 Cannes Film Festival included Best

Actress for Bjork and Palme d'Or for Best Picture.  

The box-office success of Haha no Hitomi in the following year of its release

was not so bad. Three theaters in Tokyo were visited by the total of 34,636 audi-

ence from January 9 through 14 of 1953. It was outgrossed the next week by

Himeyuri no To, a film about the young girls' battle in Okinawa island: It was seen

by 66,496, followed by 45,786 the following week.28 Haha no Hitomi did not win

any place in the 1952 Kinema's Top Ten. From what the reviewer mentioned about

it and the naniwa-bushi, it is plausible that the melodrama should not acclaim any

award. The mild reception reflected there possibly helped to leave it long ignored

by dominant film history. Okasan, a totally different postwar story about a single

mother, has determined the decline of the hahamono films by the Kinema's seventh

place it won that year. However, as indicated in the number of the spectators,

Okasan was seen by no more than 21,401 from June 12 through 18 of 1952 in two

theaters and, only when co-filmed with Koi no Ouendancho the following week at
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three theaters, as many as 36,673 visitors saw it.29

Despite the domestic underestimation of the particular maternal melodrama, the

cultural study that tries to coordinate it with the remote text reveals that the post-

war Japanese hahamono film anticipates the appearance of a twenty-first century

musical melodrama for its narrative messages pertaining to the motherhood

mythology. Probably the contemporary European filmmaker was not quite suf-

ficed with any alternatives for overweighing the impact of his ethnic, cultural, and

ideological messages, other than such sadistic endeavors as to move some viewers

out of the theater. Countless hahamono films received no less negative reactions

from Japanese reviewers, for no more negative reasoning.30 Whether East or West,

filmic experiences can hardly detach us from the obsession with motherhood. This

reading will unavoidably force us to quest after the social and psychological

implications of the underlying concept of maternal love, regardless of the mother's

ethnicity, culture, and generation, that productions are inclined to capitalize on for

appealing to the greater audience than they could possibly expect of any other

human relations. 
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